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**Description**
This collection contains material pertaining to the life, career, and activities of Henri Temianka, violin virtuoso, conductor, music teacher, and author. Materials include correspondence, concert programs and flyers, music scores, photographs, and books.
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Dear friends,

For the past 2 weeks I’ve been enjoying a memorable vacation with my family in this city. The city was made for a music festival and I wonder why Bernard Shaw wrote if anyone wants to be in paradise on earth they must come to Dubrovnik. Affectionate greetings.

Christine

2915 Patricia Ave
Cheviot Hills
Los Angeles
california
U.S.A.
Aug 9 ’69

Dear friends ~ for the past 2 weeks I’ve been enjoying a memorable vacation with Rostropovich + his family. This city was made for a music festival. No wonder when Bernard Shaw wrote if anyone wants to be in paradise on earth they must come to Dubrovnik.

Affectionate Greetings
Christine